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Abstracts: Open-Source Software (OSS) is everywhere. The availability of such software enables researchers in 
software engineering to have a deep insight into the factors that affect the success of the software. Some OSS repos get 
more popular and evolve over time, while others may only survive for a couple of months. This study aims to help 
developers identify internal factors that affect the sustainability of their software. Firstly, identify the most demanding 
application domain; secondly, observe the most popular repositories (for the demanded application domain) for about 
three years to identify the factors that help such repos to survive (sustainability factors). Dara mining algorithms 
(classification and regression) are used as a tool to find the GitHub factors that affect the sustainability of OSS. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Open-Source Software (OSS) become more and more popular because of the cost and functionality of this 

type of software. OSS is built by a team of volunteer developers (S. S. Bahamdain, Open Source Software (OSS) 

Quality Assurance: A Survey Paper. International Workshop on Enterprise Web Application Dependability , 56 p. 

460, (2015).). For each software project, a small team usually starts coding and uploads their work to one of the 

OSS websites, so other developers can participate or contribute if they like. Repositories (repos for short) are 

used to hold the code of the developer, contributors, and all other documentation and collaboration efforts (Bird, 

Gourley, Devanbu, Swaminathan, & Hsu, 2007; Coelho & Valente, 2017; Mens, Claes, & Grosjean, 2014). The 

repo is usually shared publicly. Contributors are a larger group of developers who have the right to commit 

changes to the projects (S. S. Bahamdain, 2015; Baharuddin, Izhar, & Shoid, 2018). 

OSS requests a website host that provides all the required facilities to communicate between 

developers(Wang, Poo-Caamano, Wilde, & German, 2015). Source Forge, GitHub, and BitBucket are examples 

of such hosts. The OSS ecosystem is a collection of elements related to each other. According to (Bird et al., 

2007; Coelho & Valente, 2017; Mens et al., 2014) OSS is not mature yet; because of a lack of understanding of 

the OSS ecosystem and the elements that affect it in addition to the security issues relates to risk assessment 

that developers may not aware of (Khalil, Haider, Al-Shamayleh, Akhunzada, & Gani, 2023) . The availability of 

OSS enables researchers in software engineering to have a deep insight into the factors that affect the success 

of software. 

The widespread use of free software enables many OSS developers to maintain their repositories, new 

versions, and updates to continuously improve their software. The existing OSS covers many application 

domains, such as: business, mobile applications, learning, gaming, and utilities. The lifetime of OSS depends 

not only on the user's needs but on many other factors. Some OSS repos get more popular and evolve over 

time, while others may only survive for a couple of months. This study aims to help developers identify internal 

factors that affect the sustainability of their software. It answers the following questions: 

o What is the most popular (demanded) application domain? 

o What factors affect software sustainability? 
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To answer the questions, firstly, we identify the most demanding application domain, and secondly, we 

conduct a long observation for the resulted application (the demanded application domain). In this study, the 

observation period was three years. Any software that survives this observation period is considered sustainable 

(if it maintains its position among the most popular repos). The observation period will be used to identify the 

factors that help such repos to survive (sustainability factors). Data mining algorithms (classification and 

regression) had been used as a tool to achieve our goal.  

In this paper, the top 568 GitHub repositories (dataset) were collected, filtered, classified (according to 

repositories' application domain), and then observed for more than three years, to predict factors that enable 

such repositories to survive. The results showed that learning is the most popular application domain, followed 

by mobile applications, business applications, gaming, and utility. There wasn’t too much of a gap between 

mobile and business applications. We found that factors affecting OSS depend highly on application domain; 

thus, for the most popular application domain, the effects of OSS ecosystem were calculated. 

Factors that affect business and mobile application sustainability are watchers, pull requests, stars, issues, 

and releases. The most important factors developers have to worry about to get sustainable and healthy 

business apps are watchers and pull requests. The number of stars the software gets is not important in 

business applications. On the other hand, stars play a central role in the mobile application domain, which is a 

dynamic domain. In mobile application software issues resolved are an important measure that developers have 

to keep an eye on. The resolved issues usually lead to new releases (that’s true for fast growing mobile 

markets), and repos with more releases stay active and sustainable. 

The paper is articulated as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature and related works. The methodology is 

presented in Section 3. Section 4 displays results and discussion. The conclusion presented in section 5. 

2. literature Review 

Research in the OSS ecosystem increased but was only slightly done from the viewpoint of software 

engineering(Andrea Capiluppi, 2019). Open source ecosystems have been studied by many researchers 

(Alshomali, 2018; Andrea Capiluppi, 2019; S. S. Bahamdain, 2015; Baharuddin et al., 2018; Bird et al., 2007; 

Coelho & Valente, 2017; Farias, Wiese, & Santos, 2019; Franco-Bedoya, 2015; Jansen, 2014; Jiang 

et al., 2016; Johannes Wachs, 2022; Konstantions Manikas, 2013; Mens et al., 2014; Palvia, 2012; Peterson, 

2014a; Rouder, 2016; Valiev, 2021; Wang et al., 2015; Xanthopoulos & Xinogalos, 2013), Alshomali proposed a 

general model for the OSS ecosystem (using GitHub sites) depending on programming languages. Andera 

Capiluppi, on the other hand, derived OSS ecosystem that depends on the application domain. 

Franco Bedoya (Franco-Bedoya, 2015) mentioned the need for modeling the OSS ecosystem; thus, he 

developed a framework for the OSS ecosystem, claimed that his model supports the synthesis, analysis, and 

evolution of the ecosystems . While Mens et al.( Mens et al., 2014) trace the OSS ecosystem using the 

biological ecosystem framework. Other researchers found that OSS developments did not follow the software 

engineering process (Konstantions Manikas, 2013). Munaiah (Munaiah, Kroh, Cabrey, & Nagappan, 2017)used 

data mining (classification) to identify projects that have engineered software. The author extracted his dataset 

from GitHub repositories, and he claimed his classifier is better than others that used Stargazer as the main 

classification criteria, Munaih used eight dimensions (documentation, issues, unit tests, architecture , 

community, history, license, and continuous integration) as the bases for his classifier in searching for software 

that had an engineering process. 

Fork and star are used as basic project success factors (Chen, Li, Jiang, & Zhang, 2014; Coelho & Valente, 

2017; Pipinellis, 2018). The number of core developers differs from project to project; generally speaking, core 

developers in OSS may change as projects evolve. When users fix a bug or suggest a change to a project, they 
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participate in project development, and they may then become contributors (when pull requests are closed on the 

GitHub platform, for example), but the increasing number of contributors may have a negative impact on the 

project (Song & Kim, 2018). 

Farias et al. (Farias et al., 2019) studied the role of the influencer in the OSS ecosystem. In this paper, 

contributors represent all project developers (influencers, according to Farias definition, are all developers who 

influence and contribute to the project). They indicated the importance of commits and code in the ecosystem 

and OSS success. In this paper, commit is one of the factors that, when it is high, means the project is still active 

and demanded by the user. In OSS, popularity indicates success, so developers thrive on making their projects 

popular. The increasing popularity of software will encourage newcomers to follow OSS projects and maybe 

become contributors in the future. Popularity means a number of stars, the time required to review pull requests, 

programming languages, and project age (Fronchetti, Wiese, Pinto, & Steinmacher, 2019). 

Janssen (Jansen, 2014) studied OSS ecosystem health in 2014 and produced a framework that measures 

OSS health to help stakeholders, developers, the government, and users. By ecosystem health, he meant 

success and evolution. Janssen believed in the role of the application domain in OSS ecosystem health, and he 

studied software health, focusing on software success and sustainability. 

The number of downloads and the existence of supported platforms are considered important metrics 

from Janssen's point of view (in addition to others), Janssen stated the importance of the three pillars in any 

OSS ecosystem. Alshomali's 2018 findings in 2014, applied precisely with a clear definition and specific model 

by Alshomali in 2018 (Alshomali, 2018), suggested an OSS ecosystem that ticks all the boxes (the three pillars) 

suggested by Janssen, But, Alshomali considered factors at the network and project levels. 

Alshoamli developed a general OSS ecosystem model based on eight factors that affect the OSS 

ecosystem. His research aims to determine specific factors that represent keystones that developers should 

focus on when designing software . Table 1 below shows the difference between our work and the related 

article. The literature in (Andrea Capiluppi, 2019; Fronchetti et al., 2019; Jansen, 2014) agreed that the 

application domain plays an important role in the OSS ecosystem, this is the point at which our idea meets with 

them. Capiluppi et al, parsed source code to extract and classify application domains for OSS and found that 

mobile applications were among the most famous application domains in OSS. 

In 2020, Marat Valiev (Valiev, 2021) investigated the role of external factors in software sustainability, 

Reused libraries are considered an example of external factors the thesis studied. The authors give simple 

solutions that help maximize the sustainability of OSS. 

Table 1 shows the relationship between our work and related literature. 

Resource No. Main idea Related to the study 

(Andrea Capiluppi, 2019; 

Fronchetti et al., 2019) 

The importance of the application domain The most demanding application domain 

considered 

(Song & Kim, 2018) An increased number of contributors will 

have a negative impact on sustainability. 

The number of contributors has no effect 

on sustainability. 

(Jansen, 2014) Software health help to maintain 

sustainability (No. of download, platform) 

Downloads and platforms were not 

considered here; the study focused on the 

internal factors that support sustainability. 

(Alshomali, 

Mohammad 

Alshomali, 2017) 

2018; 

Azee

z 

determined the internal factors that affect the 

ecosystem of OSS 

urther observation of the factors is needed 

to determine the important internal factors that 

have proven to be important for sustainability. 

(Valiev, 2021) Study the external factors that affect OSS 

sustainability. 

This study 

factors. 

Only considered internal 

3. Methodology 
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To study OSS, a platform must be carefully selected, taking into account different OSS platforms (GitHub, 

Bitbucket, Azure DevOps Server, GitLab, Buddy, and others). 

o The first step is to create an account on the OSS platform. 

o Secondly, collect the most popular repos on the selected platform. 

Thirdly, eliminate the outliers, and then, use the keywords to classify the repos according to their domain. 

Next, the resulting repos have to be observed further for three more years to ensure their sustainability. Finally, 

obtain the factors that have more influence on sustainability by using. 

It is important to mention that words like app (or apps) and repos (or repos) were used interchangeably in this 

study, but they have the same meaning, both mean software. The methodology consists of six main processes 

depicted in Figure 1. 

3.1. Selecting OSS platforms 

As mentioned earlier in the methodology, an OSS site (host, or platforms) had been chosen, GitHub 

provides a platform for sharing, updating, and controlling the project in an easy way, it also provides all the 

developer needs to start and manage a project (Mohammad Azeez Alshomali, 2017; Valiev, 2021). GitHub GitHub 

is the world’s largest collection of open-source materials (Bai, Liu, Meng, & Liu, 2023; Dabbish, Stuart, Tsay, & 

Herbsleb, 2012; Johannes Wachs, 2022; Peterson, 2014b; Wang et al., 2015). GitHub facilitates: communication 

among developers, creates repositories for OSS projects, and offers attributes used to measure project popularity 

and success (Farias et al., 2019; Fronchetti et al., 2019; Mohammad Azeez Alshomali, 2017). 

To report bugs in software or manage tasks developers planned to accomplish, the "issues attribute is 

used. The user could use the software (repo), but he/she had to fork it. The user could suggest any changes to the 

software through a pull request. All documentation and historical information could be easily accessed using 

discussion attributes. 

Since the study seeks to investigate software sustainability, 568 of the most popular repos have been chosen. 

According to literature (Alshomali, 2018; Chen et al., 2014; Mohammad Azeez Alshomali, 2017; Palvia, 2012), the 

most popular repos, are those that have a higher number of stars and forks. All the selected repos were 

programmed using JavaScript. Because the JavaScript language is very popular and it is very easy to program any 

app with it. 

The 568 repos have been chosen carefully, considering not only the popularity of the repos, but, the time 

they were created (all selected repos were created in 2017 or earlier). Next, apply the data mining concept of 

data cleaning and classification. The aim of data cleaning was to remove the outlier, which means repos with a 

minimum number of developers and too many stars, according to (Alshomali, 2018), such repos are 

questionable (illegal). The resulted dataset consists of 554 repos. 
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Figure 1 Research methodology block diagram 

3.2. Classification 

The study suggests six classes cover the main application domains, The application domains considered 

were: mobile, business, learning, library and utility, and others. To extract the application domain from the 554 

collected repos (dataset), the classification criteria used keywords extracted from repo documentation. Not all 

the documentation files used, including the readme file (in addition to the repository name if required), had been 

considered. 

The repo creation process on the GitHub platform follows a specific set of steps, one of which is the creation 

of a readme file, so every repos in GitHub has to have one (Prana, Treude, Thung, Atapattu, & Lo, 2018). It's 

automatically created when creating a new repo. For each application domain, we build a dictionary that has 

common words associated with that specific application domain. 

Table 2 shows the keywords associated with each application domain. These keywords were carefully 

selected after observing the readme file manually for 50 randomly chosen repos. MATLAB was used to program 

the classifier; it connects easily with GitHub.Table 1 keyword associated with each application domain. 

The keywords enter the first part of the classifier, which is the parser. For each repo, the parser will analyze 

the readme file, searching for keyword matches. If there are no keywords that match, then the parser will search 

the repo name for matches. The classifier structure is depicted in figure 2 below. For example, in a business 

application, the keywords   bitcon, business, or e-store should appear in the name or description parts of the 

readme file. Whenever there is a match, the repo name and URL will be stored in an Excel file under the 

business application domain. 

The classification results (for all 554 datasets) are in six Excel files, each with a specific application domain. 

The result of the classification shows that the majority of the repos were learning repos, followed by mobile 

applications, business, gaming, and utility. 

From the OSS ecosystem perspective, the learning repos do not maintain all eight factors of the ecosystem, 

thus, such repos have been eliminated from the study. Also, such an application domain witnessed unusual 

growth during the COVID-19 pandemic; new repos became popular rapidly, and some old repos stayed in 

competition. From there, business applications and mobile applications are the most popular application 

domains, which were the main focus of this study, the other application domains were not considered here. 

Table 2: Keywords associated with each application domain 

Application domain Keywords 

Mobile Android 
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Ios or ios 

Tablet or ipad 

Mobile phone 

Iphone 

Business Apps or app 

Bitcon 

Business 

Learning e-store 

Guide 

Learning 

Books 

Lectures 

Course or courses 

Library and utility Languages 

Adds on 

utility 

Gaming Libraries 

Gaming 

Puzzle 

strategy 

Boardgame 

Play or play it now or play it 

Others Any repos contain words not in the keywords 

After the elimination, the resulted dataset consists of 224 repos (118 repos for business applications). 106 

repos for mobile apps). For the sustainability test, a second revisit to the dataset in 2022 has been done, to test 

the status of the repos (are they still popular?), 200 repos out of 224 remain popular in 2022. Those were 

considered the datasets for the sustainability study. 
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Fig. 2 shows the classification algorithm used in this study. 

3.3. Extract Factors that affect sustainability 

In the extraction process, the 200 observed repos were further processed using statistical methods to identify 

factors that play central roles in repos sustainability. GitHub provides a number of parameters ( eight factors) 

that help the developer track the activities of his or her repo. Those factors are suggested by (Ahmed Majid 

Taha, 2018; Andrea Capiluppi, 2019; Baharuddin et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2014; Farias et al., 2019; Franco-

Bedoya, 2015; Konstantions Manikas, 2013; Munaiah et al., 2017; Song & Kim, 2018). The study, used the 

same framework suggested by Alshomali(Alshomali, 2018) to investigate how that framework will perform in the 

case of mobile applications and how it will perform for business applications. 

Eight GitHub factors, associated with each repo, have been observed, which are: fork, watch, stars, pull, 

issues, contributors, release, and commits. These values were extracted during the first collection of the dataset, 

after three years, the values were checked again to make sure the repos were on top (sustaining the same 

level of popularity). To ensure the validity of the dataset, an ANOVA approach was used, and the result of the 

ANOVA test showed the presence of a significant difference. In other words, our dataset was valid. As stated in 

(Andrea Capiluppi, 2019), the application domain influences the repository activity level and popularity, hence, 

for the most popular application domain, the strength path among those eight values has been calculated twice. 

The first time, the calculation was done using the dataset for the business application domain, while the second 

one used mobile application. Tables 3 and 4 illustrate the results of applying the structural path method to mobile 

and business repositories consecutively. Note that the stars in the tables refer to P values where the existence 

of one star(*) before the value means p< 0.05, two stars(**) mean p< 0,01, and three stars(***) mean p <0.000. 

  
  

    
         

  

  

  

  

  
end   

Assign   class   
to   the   repo   

  
If   

keyword   
match   

Search repo name   
for matching   

keywords   

For each read me file   
collect   the   keyword   

Start   

Access   
readme   file   (repos   URL)   
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In tables 3 and 4, cells with an orange background represent the best elements that help to increase the 

commits. When the software has more commits, it means more change will be saved to the software (the 

software has been updated according to the commit message), in other words, the repos that contain the 

software are still active. The largest value of the commits, means the software is sustained. It could be seen 

from the two tables that there is a strong path. This indicates that, the factors in the strong path are the ones 

that influence the activity level of the repos. In other words, increasing those factors will ensure the sustainability 

of the software. For mobile apps (table 3), the strongest path was stars-issues, issue- release, and release-

commits, while in business applications, the path was watch-pull and pull-commits. 

Table 3 shows the path strength to each GitHub attribute for mobile application software. 

 Fork Watch Stars Contributors Pul

ls 

Issue

s 

Releas

e 

Commits 

Fork  ***0.9 ***0.87 -0.4   -0.1  

Watch ***0.9  ***0.9 0.53 0.34    

Stars ***0.87 ***0.9    0.6  -0.3 

contributors -0.4       0.32 

Pulls    0.3    0.35 

Issues    0.27 0.4

3 

 0.78  

Release        0.49 

Table 2 shows the path strength to each GitHub attribute for business application software. 

 Fork Watch Stars Contributors Pulls Issu

es 

Release Commits 

Fork  ***0.9

3 

***0.87  0.36 0.3

6 

 0.19 

Watch ***0.93  ***0.91  0.58    

Stars ***0.87 ***0.9

1 

   -

0.26 

 0.27 

contributors        0.17 

Pulls    0.46    0.64 

Issues    -0.24 0.43  0.39  

Release        0.10 

4. Result and Discussion 

The study attempts to answer two main research questions, which relate to each other. The research 

questions were: 

o What is the most popular application domain in the software market? 

o What factors affect the sustainability of software? 

The dataset used in this study consists of 568 popular GitHub repos. Popularity represents the number of 

stars and forks (forks relate to downloads from repos), which means we seek not only one measure of popularity 

but also need to make sure that OSS is still in use and users download it. 

Those repos were collected, pre-processed, classified, and observed for four years starting early in 2019. 

The dataset size for this study was 554 for the first question. Then, after the second revisit, we ended up with 
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200 repos (eliminating the learning repos and repos that got out of gaining more stars (not popular any more or 

not active). The 200 repos used to calculate the affected factors in Oss sustainability The results were as 

follows: 

a.What is the most popular application domain in software markets? 

After the preprocessing step, 554 repos were good enough to enter the classifier. To answer this question, a 

classifier had been built using keyword analysis techniques. For each of the 554 repos, the readme file and 

repos name (extracted from repos documentation) were entered into our classifier (see figure 2). 

MATLAB was very useful in working with repos to auto-extract the required files. The reason behind using 

application domain as a basis for classification was the effect of application domain on the repos life cycle 

(Andrea Capiluppi, 2019). The most popular application domains were: 

Learning, followed by mobile applications, then business applications, gaming, and utility was the last. 

There wasn’t too much of a gap between mobile and business applications. 

b. What are the factors that affect software sustainability? 

To answer the second question, the dataset needs to be further filtered. Thus, only two application domains 

have been chosen for the sustainability factor test: mobile and business application domains. Learning repos do 

not have all the attributes of Github, there aren’t too many pull requests or issues because of the nature of such 

applications. It is for the user to read and learn, not to interact, develop, or enhance, as there is no software or 

real code there. Hence, it will fail when matching it to the reference model. Also, this repo is highly affected by 

the pandemic of COVID-19; only the star and fork attributes change to higher numbers; other attributes stay 

mostly the same. 

After selecting two application domains for the sustainability test, the dataset is reduced to 224 repos. This 

dataset will be tested again in 2022 to examine its activity and popularity; 200 repos survive this test. The factors 

that affect business and mobile application sustainability are watchers, pull requests, stars, issues, and releases. 

Those factors influence the commits. A commit is a record that saves changes; any edit in repos will show up in 

commits. 

To better interpret the results, the theory of planned behaviors was used (NORRIS F. KRUEGER, 1993). 

Users in business apps watch the software, then decide how to tailor the applications to their needs. After that, 

they share the changes and send a pull request. For software to be sustainable, those pull requests need to be 

resolved. Hence, for business applications, more people seeing the apps means more people will download 

them, and as a result, the repos will still be active (commits will increase). 

Thus, OSS developers have to care about who watches their apps and try to increase watchers (stars are not 

that important as people observe the applications and then decide upon them; not all users have to rate the apps 

using stars). This is why watchers are considered more important in business applications than stars or forks. 

On the other hand, stars play a central role in the mobile application domain, followed by issues, and 

resolving such issues leads to a new release. In mobile apps, users report more issues, which encourages the 

production of new releases. And that’s true, as many mobile apps are dynamic and fast-growing; every few 

months, new releases of devices occur in the market. Mobile users download apps that have highly rated stars, 

more releases mean the apps have evolved to comply with platform requirements or other reported issues in 

older releases. 

CONCLUSIONS 
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In this study, GitHub was used as the main source of the dataset, GitHub is the largest and most popular 

OSS platform hosts many OSS repositories [30]. The most popular OSS repos. have been chosen as the 

dataset. The study took a long time (about three years to finish, starting at the beginning of 2019 and ending in 

2022). Each year, the datasets (used for sustainability factor calculation) are examined, to confirm that the repos 

are still active and popular. 

The aim of this study was the identification of the internal factors that affect OSS sustainability. The study of 

related works reveals the influence of application domain in the OSS lifecycle (Andrea Capiluppi, 2019; 

Fronchetti et al., 2019; Jansen, 2014), thus the two research questions this study attempts to answer were: 

o What is the most popular application domain in the software market? 

o What are the factors that affect software sustainability? 

Related to the investigation of the most popular application domain in OSS, learning repos was the first 

application domain mostly available and demanded, and mobile apps, considered a dynamic type of business 

application, came in second, followed by business, then gaming, and utility. Application domains are identified 

using a classifier. 

The learning application domain was eliminated and no further processed for sustainability as it didn't have 

all the required internal factors. During the COVID-19 pandemic, learning repos grew rapidly, new repos became 

popular rapidly, and some old repos stayed in competition. 

To test the sustainability of the repos, only 200 business and mobile software products were considered 

using statistical analysis, and multiple regression resulted in two tables (3 and 4). 

From Table 3, the strongest path, which represents the major factor that leads to increased commits, means 

that the repos still active (in other words, they affect the sustainability) of mobile app software are stars, issues, 

and releases. Watchers are the key components to focus on. 

Sustainable mobile apps required working on new releases and quickly resolving issues. But for business 

applications, only two factors are considered important (watchers and pulls), which developers need to keep an 

eye on. 

The learning application domain was eliminated and no further processed for sustainability as it didn't have 

all the required internal factors. During the COVID-19 pandemic, learning repos grew rapidly, new repos became 

popular rapidly, and some old repos stayed in competition. 

To test the sustainability of the repos, only 200 business and mobile software products were considered 

using statistical analysis, and multiple regression resulted in two tables (3 and 4). 

From Table 3, the strongest path, which represents the major factor that leads to increased commits, means 

that the repos still active (in other words, they affect the sustainability) of mobile app software are stars, issues, 

and releases. Watchers are the key components to focus on. 

Sustainable mobile apps required working on new releases and quickly resolving issues. But for business 

applications, only two factors are considered important (watchers and pulls), which developers need to keep an 

eye on. 
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